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A spirit of generosity permeates "Strange
but Tlue," a new CD from the As Yet

Quintet, a group of local musicians whose
different paths converge quite agreeably in
this unlikely, but highly engaging release.

The five musicians - Julian'Gerstin (per-

cussion), Miamon Miller (violin, viola), Anna
Patton (clarinet), Todd Roach (percussion)
and Eugene Uman (piano) - are well-known
on the local scene, but for different reasons
and for playing in different musical styles
from all over the world, from iazzto tradi'
tional dance music, from the Balkans, to the
Caribbean to the Middle East.

And they all came together, for the simple
reason that they wanted to. The purity of
motive - an sincere commitment to playing
music with each other, pure and simple - is
why "strange but Tluel works so well..
There's a respect and an openness to each
other that comes through loud and clear.
Four of the group's members composed
songs on the CD, and all the musicians have
plenty of room to express themselves, both
in solos and within the group dynamic.

It's amazing to hear how well Uman's jazz

riffs fit with Miiler's Macedonian melodies,
or how well Patton's clarinet sounds in a
duet with Roach on riq.

As you might expect from an ensemble
with two fine percussionists - Gerstin and
Roach - rhythm is the beating heart of a CD
whose songs are ieplete with odd+ime sig-
natures and unlikely meters. This CD has a
real bounce in its steP.

Those interesting rhythms are comple-
mented by consistently intriguing chords,
riffs and melodies that draw inspiration
seemingly from every corner of the globe.

The result is a CD that engages, inspires
and surprises but does so in a remarkably
unself-conscious way. The As Yet Quintet
doesn't sound like a group trying too hardto
be elever. It's smart and creative, interest-
ing, but never smart-alecky. And an exuber-
ance comes through - as if these musicians
traveled many miles and many years are
delighted to have found each other. '

My own favorites on the CD are Uman's

"December Raga," Gerstin's "Middle-Aged
Beauty," a loving gaze come to life, and

Miller's intriguing "Copa Kabanica, a

Bulgarian dance in 11. No doubt you'll have
your own.

It struck me that "strange But Tlue" is a

fitting name for this CD - but not for the

reasons you might think. This is not some
anomaly out of Ripley's Believe it or Not'
There are times when the sounds and
rhythms may, indeed, be strdnge, but this
CD is true to some very beautiful musicai
ideals.

The As Yet Quintet will celebrate the
release of "strange But TIue" with a concert
at the Vermont Jazz Center on Saturday,
Feb. 6, at 8 p.m. Tickets are $L0, $20 with a
CD and are available by calling 802-387-8505
or visiting www.asyetquintet.com.
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